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SJSU student
beaten after
football game

WEDNESDAY
Musical group Cafe of
Regret has no regrets about
new CI)
Paye

‘..eptember 25, 1992

Superchunk of talent

SJPD investigates incident as a possible

hate crime; no arrests made in the case
BY DON McGEE

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

A white SJSU student was
attacked and beaten by a
group of six to seven AfricanAmerican men following Saturday night’s Spartan football
game.
The incident, which occurred
at 9:10 p.m., is being investigated
as a possible hate crime, said San
Jose Police Department Public
Information Officer Veronica
Damon.

Ken Cushman, a 24-yearold senior majoring in managerial information systems,
said the group approached
him and female friend, Sonja
Rashid, after they walked from
the game to Rashid’s car,
which was parked on Ninth
and South Keyes streets.
According to Rashid, one of
the men approached Cushman at the car and began to
See FIGHT, Page 3

Nine CSU campuses
plan shutdown today

JENNIF ER FE LIRTADO - SPARTAN DAILY

Punk-rockid
for fun in the
Amphitheater

BY SEAN COOPER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

In the wake of devestating budget cuts which have sent fees
soaring and classes and student services shrinking, students,
staff and faculty of several CSU campuses are joining together in
a shut-down demonstration today and Thursday.
They are protesting what they perceive to be the general economic deterioration of higher education in California.
Joined by the CSU campuses in Los Angeles, Northridge,
Sacramento San Diego, Chico and Humboldt, the San Francisco
State Coalition of Students, Faculty and Staff has organized and
planned the two-day event to protest the recent 8.8 percent cut
in the CSU budget and 40 percent increase in student fees.
Instead of holding class, many instructors will be holding informal discussions of budget- and education-related topics.
The Coalition solicited and consolidated the support of the
California Faculty Association (CFA) and the California State
Students Association (CSSA), as well as SFSU’s Associated Students, in assembling a unity of cause to raise awareness about
the state of the CSU system.
See SHUTDOWN, Page 3

Top: North Carolina’s Superchunk played in the
Student Union Amphitheater Tuesday afternoon. From left to right, Jim Balance, Mac
McCaughan, John Worster and Laura Balance
provided the tunes.
Right: Andy Swartz, a freshman from the University of California at Santa Cruz, and his brother
Mark drove from Santa Cruz to hear the group.

Activist Mattern to speak on peace, environment and ’New World Order’

DAVID AIL MARSHALL - SPARTAN DAll

Survey to study
post-budget-cut climate

Ys’USJS
B JON SOLOMON
wide arms race, review the environmental cri- was a contributing author of the book "BuildSpartan 1Lilly Staff Writer

Douglas Mattern, president of the Association of World Citizens, will speak on the topic
of "What New World Order?" at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow at the First Methodist Church.
Mattern has been active as a lecturer on
peace, the environment and other related
global issues. He’ll discuss the role the United
Nations must play in the New World Order.
He will also give an update on the world-

sis and talk about the need for a new leadership to improve the nation’s future.
Mattern wrote two resolutions to stop the
arms race. Both were signed by 51 Nobel laureates and accepted by the United Nations as
part of the 1978 and 1982 special session on
disarmament. He has also published more
than 30 articles on disarmament, the United
Nations, world community, the environment
and citizen diplomacy. In addition, Mattern

ing a More Democratic United Nations" which
was published last year.
In the ’80s, Mattern traveled to the Soviet
Union six times as a speaker for the Volga
Peace Cruises. Following the Reagan-Gorbachev Moscow Summit in 1988, Mattern met
Mikhail Gorbachev at a meeting held in
Moscow with members of Western peace organizations.
Tomorrow’s event is free.

Women share experiences
with abortion at discussion

A touch of glass

BY JANE MONTES
’Tartan Daily Staff Writer

PATTI EAGAN

SPARTAN DAILY

Disney Stephens, a Junior majoring In art, works on a project for her Art 130A glass class.
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Going for her first abortion,
Wendy Hoag never saw the doctor. He only waved her intrauterine device over the drape blocking her view and said, "This is the
culprit:’ She explained her experience during a discussion sponsored by SJSU’s Students for life
on Monday night.
The topic of the discussion was
"Women’s Rights?
Corporate
America, Politics and the Abortion Industry: What are They
Trying to Protect?" There were
two guest lecturers: Hoag, a former disc jockey from radio station KOME, and one other
woman who called herself Joan.
Both women felt qualified to
speak because loan had two abortions and Hoag had four. Hoag
claimed Planned Parenthood did
not explain to her the abortion
procedure or the consequences of
post-abortion syndrome.
Hoag also said that while
Planned Parenthood could advertise in the yellow pages, the Crisis
Pregnancy Centers could not

something she claimed was never
before discussed in the media.
She said the Crisis Pregnancy
Center assists women in deciding
not to have an abortion, to follow
through with the pregnancy.
Hoag said the media kept
alive
Parenthood
Planned
through financial support.
"Planned Parenthood is not a
good community service; it
makes its money from abortions:’
Hoag said.
She claimed the abortion
industry made S5 million dollars
last year and that only one out of
33 women who seek pregnancy
counseling at Planned Parenthood has a baby; the rest have
abortions.
However, Valerie Rowe, the
assistant manager of the San Jose
Planned Parenthood Clinic,
denied this claim. According to
Rowe, only 4 percent of patients
have abortions.
"Abortions are not our business; we help the women make
good decisions:’ Rowe said.
See WOMEN’S RIGHTS, Page 3

Board works toward better understanding
BY MARIA C. ROSE
spartan Poly NIA Writer

When budget cuts lead to class
shortages and unexpected layoffs,
it’s up to the Human Relations
Advisory Board to make an overall assessment of how people get
along on campus under the
strain.
To assess the campus climate,
HR AB is developing a survey for
students, faculty and staff,
according to chairman Michael
Ego, associate dean of the College
of Applied Sciences and Arts.
Ego expects the categories of
the assessment survey to cover a
variety of problems and issues
facing the SJSU campus.
"Many problems arise from
misunderstanding as well as
deliberate acts:’ said board member Robert M lines, who is also
director of the school of art and
design.
As an advisory board to SJSU’s
Interim President J. Handel
Evans, HR AB has been asked by
Evans to assess the mood of the
campus. Its mission is to increase
respec t and understanding of different people, Ego said.
In general. the issue of human
relations concei ns how race, sex or
any other difference may affect how
people get along. Milnes said.
"It would be naive to expect
that the HRAB will solve the
interracial problem and stress
problems. No one single body in
the state will solve the stress
problem," said member Marty

Schulter, director of Disabled Student Services.
HRAB is only part of many
different groups on campus
working toward a better atmosphere on campus, Schulter said.
Budget cuts have compounded
the level of stress around campus
for students, faculty and staff.
"It evokes immediate pain in
everyone," Schulter said. With
fewer services and classes, "the
staff wonders if ’I will have my
job tomorrow, or if I will have
someone else’s job as well:" he
said.
The board is composed of faculty, staff and students who represent SJSU’s diverse population,
Ego said.
The board was created partially in response to a student’s art
project in fall 1990 when a
in
spray-painted
dummy,
maroon and wearing a Georgetown University sweatshirt and
high-top tennis shoes, was hung
by the neck in the quad as part of
a larger class display.
"You have to listen to all the
voices on this campus to hear
what they are saying," Schulter
said. "There is no magic answer
or someone would have come up
with it already. These are tough
times:’
"We need to know what’s
going on in our own household:’
said member Charles Whitcomb,
chairman of the recreation and
leisure department. "The real
challenge is ahead’
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EDITORIAL
c’’

An end to hunger achievable
People starve to death everyday in
this world despite the fact that there is
now enough food to feed everyone on
earth.
So why do around 13 million children under the age of 5 die every year
because of hunger? What is wrong
with a system that can consistently
produce an abundance of food, yet
leave millions to starve?
Bureaucracy. Too much red -tape.
The world has more than enough
food, yet the inability to distribute it.
Food is given to people who then take
advantage of it and use it to make
themselves rich. All the while, innocent children are rapidly resembling
their inner skeleton.
The U.S. is as much to blame as the
rest of the world. We are quick to
jump into a war when it concerns oil,

but don’t seem to feel the same
urgency when it comes to human life.
Our concerns and efforts to save
the starving of the world are not
working. Although large amounts of
money and food continue to be
donated, somehow it doesn’t reach the
children we see on the front pages of
newspapers almost everyday.
What is wrong with a world that
emphasizes so much on building
weapons to kill people yet can’t seem
to find a way to save them?
Priorities. The world needs to
reevaluate how they feel towards
human life. Society needs to decide
what is more important; increasingly
sophisticated technology or food to
those 13 million children who will die
this year.

Codependent some more
We are dysfunctional until proven
functional. And the whole of our existence is figuring out if we’re screwed
up, why we’re screwed up, how we got
screwed up and how to unscrew ourselves.
It is the I 990s, the age of analysis.
The 21st century will be peopled with
crossed-eyed humans, whose eyeballs
have stuck from looking inward so
much.
A friend of mine donated a valiant
assistance to my own struggle the
other day, trying to explain what was
wrong with me, what was wrong with
my doomed relationship, and what
was wrong with my ex -partner
(excuse the semantics, I’m 12 -step saturated).
She said, "Don’t worry. Statistics
say 98 percent of the population is
codependent."
Oh, great. Exactly how do we determine what constitutes a floating speck
of health amid a sea of gross disease?
Or does that absolve me from even
trying?
So, in a search for the elusive 2 percent, we must define exactly what
we’re looking for. Which is sort of like
looking for a burglary suspect with
these characteristics: short brown
hair, blue eyes, 59", wearing blue
jeans and a white T-shirt, considered
disarming.
What exactly is codependency? Or
is that codependence? Shouldn’t we
know the noun form of such a key element of all of our psyches?
I’ve heard a million and seven definitions. My take on it was that codependent individuals are "caretakers"
who put other people’s needs above
their own. This is a bad thing, understand.
Funny, I had been raised to care
about other people, to want to make
them happy, and even to derive enjoyment from other people’s happiness
especially when I had something to
do with it. Oops. Put me in with the
98 percent.
Granted, some negative ramifications will arise from this selfless

Brooke Shelby Biggs
(...-.."/

So... Whats Your Point?
friendliness. For instance, we might
never learn to ask for what we need or
want, which can turn quickly to poisonous resentment and loneliness.
Willing the world to read our minds
only results in frustration.
Practice, practice, practice. Get in
touch with your selfish side and look
out for number one. When you aren’t
getting what you want or need, tell
people. But don’t expect this to endear
you to anyone. People will call you
selfish, self-centered, self-absorbed
and arrogant.
Somewhere between these two
extremes complete selflessness and
lies the magic
complete selfishness
2 percent. Odds of finding it are
slightly lower than finding a mate that
doesn’t annoy you.
Let’s examine a semi -fictional case
scenario: One member of a couple
notes that her partner seems unhappy.
She asks about it, offers a hug, and
manages to cheer her partner up. This
in turn makes her happy as well.
Sounds pretty healthy, right? Wrong.
The individual who did the cheering up was being BOTH codependent
AND selfish. She was putting her
partner’s needs first codependent.
She derived pleasure from her success
at cheering her partner up selfish.
I have designed my own solution. I
have chosen to inhabit the uncharted
waters of the 101st percentile. I don’t
care about anyone else, and I don’t
care about myself.
And I’ll try not to feel good about
anything.
Brooke Shelby Biggs is a Daily staff columnist.
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If the world is my oyster, where’s the pearl?
This guy scoops a white,
snotty chunk of embryonic looking meat out of an oyster
shell. He then holds it up to his
nose, plugs his right nostril
and in a flash the oyster meat is
sucked through his nasal cavity
into and out of his mouth, and
then into a glass.
For those of you who didn’t
catch it the first time, Dave Letterman was sure to catch the
essence of the meat flying from
his nose in slow-motion. Definitely a spectacle to behold.
The whole time I was watching this section of Letterman’s
"Stupid Human Tricks:’ I was
thinking of the quote, "The
world is my oyster:’ "The world
is my oyster?" Who knows
exactly what it’s implying, but
it does slide off of the tongue
nicely. It’s one of those quotes
that you know, but not the person behind the words. Often

times the words are more
renowned than the author.

essence of what the writer
intended, but who ever does.

In thinking of this gem (or
should I say pearl?) of a quote,
I bet the author had some previous thoughts. Maybe "The
world is my mussel." Nah, too
banal. Or how about the "The
world is my shrimp:’ I don’t
think so. "The world is my
clam:’ Not enough syllables.

One possibility is that the
world could be our oyster for
most of us, while some are
lucky enough to find the pearl.
Some of us spend our lives on a
trip through the land of ooze
and abs and opening hundreds
of oysters hunting for that
pearl.

Then after a few beers and
maybe a dose of opium he
probably exalted in coming up
with: "The world is my oyster:’
Yeah, that’s it. Little did he
know that the quote would be a
mainstay in the English Ianguage for years to come.

While we’re on the subject
of oysters, a memory of the
first and only time I tried oysters comes to mind. It was a
rather unpleasant experience,
to say the least. I didn’t know
that the secret of successfully
downing an oyster is not to
chew it. You shouldn’t even
attack one with the intent of
chewing it.

People have been saying it
for a longtime, just because it’s
one of those quotes that sticks
in your head. No matter how
long you think about it you’ll
probably never grasp the true

Well, I did. 1 plopped the
slimy thing in my mouth and
started gnawing on that rub -

Jon Solomon

Writers Forum
bery, flavorless mass ot muscle.
The oyster got half way down
my throat before I found that I
couldn’t endure it. So I violently spit it out and vowed never
to eat oysters again.
Well it turns out that I
should have been eating oysters all along. Recent studies
show that oysters contain large
amounts of zinc and are good
for a man’s libido. It’s been said
that Casanova ate 50 oysters a
day to pump up his libido.
Now he’s one person who
could truly say, "The world is
my oyster."
Ion Solomon is a Daily stall writer

Reactions to Clinton’s arrival on campus
Great event; had emcee
As chairperson of the Political Awareness Committee, the
committee which co-sponsored Governor Bill Clinton’s
visit to SJSU on Thesday, I am
truly embarrassed. Not for the
event, which I thought went
quite well. It is always a special
event when a Presidential candidate makes an appearance at
a college campus. Not for the
planning which took many,
sometimes troubling hours.
Instead, I am embarrassed for
the young lady who emceed
and nearly destroyed the event.
While the purple hair was
humorous, the act was course
and often it was truly offensive.
From the young lady’s allusions to purple acid, to her
declaring that the problem
with the sound system WiLS
"probably
Republicans"
unplugging the speakers, to
her joking that a Clinton supporter, fallen by exposure to
the hot sun, was merely a
Republican who was overwhelmed by the proceedings, I
found her act extremely vulgar.
It was a Republican PR dream.
I was standing near the
front of the "Special Guest"
section. An older gentleman
adversely affected by the sun
passed out (this situation
occurred at least three times
while those gathered waited for
the candidate’s arrival). After
calling for the paramedics to
care for the guest, the emcee
declared that the gentleman
would be alright and asked
that we "get back to the fun:’
Now that’s compassion.
Later, the emcee explained
that those who were hearing
impaired could move to the left
side of the stage where a
woman was signing. This
would allow them to fully

enjoy the event. She followed
this wonderful gesture by asking those who were sight
impaired to move "to this side
of the room" (while pointing to
the left side of the stage). First,
we were not in a room, we were
outdoors. And second, what a
wonderful gesture it was for
her to point to, rather than
explain, where those who were
sight impaired should stand.
Finally, throughout the pre
eventevents, foul language flew
from her mouth as if the fourth
grade children, (iovernor Clinton’s invited guests, were not
even there. Not even the ones
who were holding the "ProClinton, Pro-Choice, ProSchools" sign.
I would have hoped that
even if she didn’t have enough
respect for the children she
purported to cherish as our
future, she could have respected the parents who may not
have wished for their children
he exposed to her filth. If she
had done this one favor, I’m
sure those of us in the crowd
who were offended could have
forgiven the lack of respect
shown to us.
In her attempt at humor, she
failed miserably. In the process
she embarrassed the Political
Awareness Committee and the
members who worked so hard
to make this event a huge success, and the University.
Tim Danzlger
Senior, Communuauom

Why the 4th graders?
I wonder how all the fourth
graders will feel when they
show up on November 3rd to
cast their votes for Bill Clinton.
They will probably be
shocked to find out that they
aren’t of legal voting age, a fact
that also slipped the minds of
the planners of Tuesday’s rally.

It was more than a slight
oversight when grammar
school children and San Jose’s
business community were provided ample room, while SJSU
students were ignored. Where
was the student section?
I was under the impression
that Clinton’s appearance was
to emphasize his focus on
higher education.
I was excited that college
students were finally being recognized for the voting power
we hold. Finally, the spotlight
would be pointed towards us.
Unfortunately, the only things
pointed at me were the fingers
of the San Jose Police Depart ment, who rerouted my normal schedule to and from class.
For the audience they chose
to coddle, the planners would
have had a more successful
event had they held it at the
Discovery Museum park and
left the SJSU students to worry
about how we’re going to fight
our way past the Romper
Room devotees at the polls on
Election Day.
Jackie Daimon
Senior. Anthropology

An unbiased viewpoint
Each day San Jose State students are incessantly bombarded by what is purported to be,
"unbiased" news coverage.
Genuine, unbiased news coverage is not had. But when the
news media claims to be unbiased, while, in fact, they are
biased, news coverage becomes
a potent negative force.
Tuesday, once again, magnificently illustrated this pervasive, industry-wide problem to
which this publication and
your counterpart, KSJS, succumb.
Example: After the KSJS
commentary of Governor Bill
Clinton’s speech on campus,

the KSJS commentators qualified their remarks be declaring
to effect,
"KSJS does not in any way
advocate or endorse Governor
Bill Clinton. As a matter of
fact, if George Bush were here
on campus, we would cover
him, since it would be a political event. And if Gore were on
campus, we would cover him.
And if Quayle were on campus, we would even cover him
I guess..." Chuckle, chuckle.
I do not take issue with the
commentator having a blatant,
negative biased view of the vice
president. I do, however, object
to these insidious charades that
amount to nothing more than
duplicity. In other countries,
such as the United Kingdom,
these false claims of impartiality are eliminated by disclosures
of the publication’s political
inclinations.
My belief is that news mediums, as a course of necessity,
must state the writer’s or commentator’s view if he or she
possesses one. Doing this compels readers to seek opposing
or concurring arguments contained within other media.
This facilitates healthy discourse. In addition, it necessitates that advocates of a position forward their best arguments rather than leaving the
"unbiased" media to report
their half-truths.
After all, "It is twice as hard
to crush a half-truth than a
whole lie:’ Austin O’Malley
While I thoroughly expect
the Spartan Daily to print this
letter as an inherent rebuke of
my argument, I expect little, if
any substantive change of policy. I nonetheless appreciate the
opportunity to express my
"unbiased" view.
Keith Bergevin
Senior, Business Management

SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

Today
AL-ANON FOR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS OF ALCOHOLICS:
Weekly meetings, noon - 12:50 p.m.,
Admin. 269, calf (510) 483-2084
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS: Guest speaker from
Space System Loral, 2:30 p.m., Engineering Building 272, call 277-0160
ASSOCOAITED
STUDENTS
LEISURE SERVICES: SpartAerobics, 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m., call 9245960
ASPB: Wednesday Nite Cinema,
Fried Green Tomatoes; 6 p.m. and
9 p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium,
call 924-6261
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: Resume II, noon I:45 p.m.; On -Campus Interview
Preparation,
3:30
p.m.,
SU
Costanoan Room, call 924-6033
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Exploring the Cathok Faith,
7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m., Campus Ministry
Center (10th and San Carlos) , call
298-0204
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT/ BULWER-LYTTON
UNDERGRAD
SOCIETY: Meeting, 12:30 p.m.,
Faculty Offices 104, call 248-0076
FANTASY/ STRATEGY CLUB:
Hugh Pham: SFB, 6 p.m., SU
PachecoRoom, call 924-7097
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown
Bag Lunch, noon - 1:30 p.m., SU
Pacheco Room, call 924-5930

FOR
UNITED
STUDENTS
ACCESSIBLE EDUCATION: Officer’s meeting, 7 p.m., SS S. 6th St.
#214, call 929-7042

Thursday 24
FOR
CRUSADE
CAMPUS
CHRIST: Nightlife, 8 p.m., SU
Almaden Room, call 293-5897
CAMPUS MINISTRY CENTER:
Fellowship and homemade meal, 6
p.m. - 8 p.m., Campus Ministy Center 10th and San Carlos, call 2980204
GALA: Meeting, 4:30 p.m. - 6:30
p.m., SU Guadalupe Room, call 2382002
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATON: Weekly meeting, 7:15 p.m.,
SU Guadalupe Room, call 365-2879
SAN JOSE STATE PRE-MED
CLUB: Meeting Career Planning
and Placement Speaker, pizza and
drinks provided, 1:30 p.m. - 2:20
p.m., Duncan Hall 352
STUDENTS BLACK BROTHERS
AND SISTERS: Bake sale, all day,
in front of Student Union, call 9247954
HOMELESS
STUDENTS
ALLIANCE: Meeting, 6:30 p.m.,
DMH 226-B, call 971-1504 or 3357039

Friday 25
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: Videotaped Practice
Interviews, 9 a.m., 11 a.m., 2 p.m.,
3:30 p.m., SU Almaden Room, call
924-6033.
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Shutdown: Begins today
From page I
Although members of SJSU
student government were contacted to participate in the shutdown,
AS President Todd Layering said
they were not interested.
"I see a lot of cooperation happening right now on this campus; Layering said, "and I want to
make sure we exhaust every progressive way possible to solve the
budget problems before resorting
to protests and shutdowns"
State universities accross the
country, including Arizona State,
Central Connecticut University
and Rutgers, are participating
along with the seven CSU campuses in a show of solidarity by
awareness-raising
sponsoring
programs and voting drives.
"We’re really trying to highlight the general crisis in higher
education; said Ilatem Baizan,
SF.SU Associated Students vicepresident and coalition member.
"This will focus our attention not
only on what is happening on this

campus in terms of the budget
cuts, but also what’s happening to
all campuses."
The demonstration is a culmination of CSU campus cooperation that began over the summer
when students from several different CSU campuses joined
together to march from San Francisco to Sacramento, protesting
the proposed 40 percent student
fee increase. Now that the increase
has come, the campuses have
once again joined together.
"We’re trying to get away from
business as usual; said Baizan,
"to get together and send a clear
message before the January
release of the budget to prevent
further cuts to CSU"
The Coalition has phi
A a
full schedule of activities for both
days, including video presentations, speeches and rallies, a candlelight vigil and a sleep-in. The
demonstration will conclude
Thursday with an afternoon
march to the State Building
downtown at 1:15.

Two Japanese companies back
’personal communicator’ maker
AT&T
NIAV YORK (AP)
and two Japanese companies are
backing a startup company that is
developing a "personal communicator; a hybrid of a portable
phone and a computer, industry
executives said Monday.
AT&T, Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co. Ltd. and Marubeni
Corp. have invested in the company, EO Inc. of Mountain View,
Calif., the executives said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
In addition, EO is expected to
build its product around a powerful microprocessor chip developed by AT&T. The chip, which
carries the code name Hobbit,
was designed specifically for
communications
portable
devices.
EO was formed about two
years ago by Alain Rossmann,

who previously worked at several
Silicon Valley companies, including Apple Computer Inc. The
secretive venture has said very little about what it is up to and
nothing about its investors or
other partners.
Executives of American Telephone & Telegraph Co., Matsushita and Marubeni are scheduled to speak at an Oct. 1 news
conferem e called by EO, according to ;. is invitation sent to the
news media.
An EO spokeswoman said she
could not say anything more
about the event. Spokesmen for
AT&T and Matsushita, the maker
of Panasonic products, also
declined
to
comment.
A
spokesman for Marubeni, a trading and high-tech company, did
not return a call.
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Housing project comes with live-in tutors
LOS ANGELES (AP) State
and local officials dedicated a new
inner-city housing project Tuesday
that comes with live-in tutors and
the promise of rent reductions and
college scholarships to encourage
children to learn.
The 46-unit Academy Hall
apartment complex in South Central is the first of several such projects planned by EEXCEL Apartments Inc., a private development
firm, in conjunction with the University of Southern California.
"It’s going to make life better for
some urban families; USC President Steven B. Sample said during
the dedication ceremony outside
the building.
"That’s what I like about this
project so much it’s focused on
children.... And the families who
live here are going to be families
who are committed first and foremost to the advancement of the
needs of their children;

Other amenities include cash
learning incentives, a study room
with computers and textbooks and
full, four-year scholarships to USC
for residents who meet the university’s admission requirements.
The tutors will be USC graduate
students. Resident counselors,
USC doctoral candidates in psychology, will offer counseling services to the children and their families.
Launched in 1990 by San Juan
Capistrano-based developers Kent
Salveson and Dan Hunter EEXCEL, or Educational Excellence for
Children with Environmental
Limitations, is designed to provide
strong incentives to inner-city
youth to finish high school and go
on to higher education or vocational programs.
Four other sites, totaling about
200 additional low-income units,
are under development, said
Michael Wright, chief financial

officer for the Century Freeway
Housing Program, which authorized the construction.
The agency is paying $12 million of the $24 million project.
Salveson and Hunter are raising
the other half from private sources,
said Wright.
USC is providing the scholarships, tutors and counselors.
Calls to the offices of Salveson
and Hunter were not immediately
returned Thesday.
Families began moving into
Academy Hall on Saturday, and the
tutors and counselors are expected
to be in place by October, said USC
spokeswoman Diane Swanbrow.
Tutors will be available four
hours per day to work individually
with students. They also will
supervise an evening study hall for
children who want to escape such
distractions as television in their
apartments.
The project reflects both the

university’s increased involvement
in the South Central area and a
growing trend of low-income
housing developers to tailor projet.ts to fit neighborhood needs.
EEXCEL, is one of more than 60
private-public partnerships involving 250,000 school children, in
which USC participates, Sample
said. He described EEXCEL as an
example of how the public and private sectors can work in harmony
to improve impoverished neighborhoods.
"Our place in the world and the
quality of life is going to be determined primarily by how well we
learn to treat our children; he said.
"We have to come to a realization
that America treats its children
worse than any other industrialized nation in the world.... We have
to recognize that fact first in order
to make some progress."

Fight: Incident may be hate crime
From page 1

they all ran off. It was all totally
ui walled for."
Cushman suffered a cut lip
which required six stitches, a
black eye, a nose bleed, facial cuts
and a swollen jaw. He was treated
at San Jose Memorial Hospital.
"They just ran up to me
Cushman said. "I hadn’t said anything to them"
No suspects have been arrested
as yet, but anyone who witnessed
the incident or has any information regarding the alleged attack
is urged to call the San Jose Police
Department at 277-5339.

ask him, "What did you say to me
man?" before pushing and hitting
him.
Rashid, who was allegedly
grazed by an attacker’s punches,
said Cushman fell to the ground
after being struck when some of
the men started to ask Cushman
if he was OK.
"Then they hit him again;
Rashid said.
"When he fell to the ground,
another one of the guys kicked
him when he was down before

Women’s rights
DISCOUNTS

When a women finds out she
is pregnant, Planned Parenthood
gives her three choices: to have
the baby, to put the baby up for
adoption or to have an abortion,
Rowe said. "In no way do we
push abortions; our goal is family planning; Rowe said.
Hoag strongly criticized
Planned Parenthood’s alleged
practices. She said their practices
are untruthful and misleading. "I
was never told that my baby
not fetus had precious little
arms and legs and a sweet little
nose Hoag said.
"I felt angry that I killed my
children, so I wanted to go out
and help other women realize the
gravity on the decision of abortion; Joan said.
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DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
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TRY THE ULTIMATE’
INDOOR SPORT I.
It’s Indoor Paintball,
the rage of the 90’s.
Armed with a paint gun,
you eliminate the opposition.
If you’ve thought of trying it,
we’ll make it easy.
No special clothing or eguiptment required.’
Come alone or bring friends.
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SPARTAN SPIRIT
at
THE PAVILION
* * * 10 10 ,1*

Pick up your NEW Spartan Discount Card
from any of the following participating
Pavilion Shops
Americas
Boudin Bakery
California Kitchen
City Casuals
City Sunglass Co.
Cristina Jordan

ac,...sorirs atr,,lic III pit

, 661 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA
WIRES: 11/11/92

DiMattia’s Pizza
Jubilee Cards
Nlarlowes Flowers
Pacificil-easures

Need a Mac at Midnight?

Teddies-n-Tees
The Two Virgins

24 Hour
Mac & IBM
Rentals
Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us.

r

Ultimate Yogurt

Spartan Cards available to all S.J.S.U.
students, faculty and staff
Shops Open:
Monday-Wednesday
INarn-7prn,
Thursday -Saturday
Nam-9rm,
Sunday
Noon-6prn

$ 2 OFF MAC RENTAL

Valld from 12 to 6 a.m. $ ’08 settseneice Macintosh computer time
with this coupon. Does lot include laser prints. One coupon
per customer. Not yaid with any other offer and only at this
location. Expires 9/30/92

kinkois

the copy center
L 93 E. San Carlos St.

295 - 4336 FAX 408- 279-0655j

PAVILION
SHOPS

Clubs and Restaurants Open:
hI thc Vsee Hours

31-Ir Validated Parking.

Located in downtown San Jose
at First & San Fernando
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Diversity is key for local band
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Members of Cafe of Regret from left, Gordon Gurley (guitarist), Matt Kolb (drummer), Andrew Fleig (Vocals, guitarist) and Jason McNair (bass).
BY JON SOLOMON
Spartan Daily Stet Writer
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Freaks and hippies roam the
sidewalks of the ever-popular
Haight Street. A soiled vagabond
sitting in the walk raises a cup and
facetiously asks a passerby to contribute to the "Assassinate Bush
Fund!’ It’s not particularly strange
for a Saturday night in San Francisco.
Removed from the freaks on
the street an entirely different
crowd sojourn in the Club Deluxe.
In the back of the club there sits
the Cafe of Regret. No, it’s not the
place where lost souls drown their
sorrows, but rather it’s a band.
Everyone introduces themselves and drummer Matt Kolb,
who’s known as the strong silent
type, says, "Hi I’m Matt and 1
don’t talk:’
Singer Andrew Fleig, wearing a
niulti-colored get up, takes a sip of
his Red Hook Ale, and talks about
the name of the band.
"Right now I see it as we’re
almost like a vendor or restaurant
or something’ he said."We just
have a whole bunch of different
things to throw out at you and you
Lan take your pick at them, and
you will definitely regret it!’
It is seemingly relevant to say
that Cafe serves up some audibly
palatable musical dishes, literally.
A few of the band’s songs do hap-

pen to be titled about, well, food.
Songs like "Pizza:’ "Chicken in a
Breadpan:’ "Swordfish:’ and "On
Top of Spaghetti:’ which is sung to
the melody of "On Top of Old
Smoky."
"I guess we do seem to have a
food thine Fleig said.
But aside from the food fetish,
Cafe also delves into a darker side.
"I write mainly about racism,
suicide and rape - generally some
pretty down topics:’ Fleig said.
"Some of the songs make a lot
of lyrical sense, others don’t:’ guitarist Gordon Gurley said."Certain ones have emotion and
mood!’
"We have an honesty thing
about what we play:’ bassist Jason
McNair said. "We all believe in
what we’re playing and what we’re
saying and that comes out
through the music!’
"I think we are an alternative
band, but alternative to what?"
Fleig said.
"But at times we’re way more
pop:. Gorky said, "At times we
have songs that are really singable
and listenable, but other times we
kind of go off the deep end:’
"Diversity is the key:’ McNair
said.
Cafe explores innovative musical terrain with each song, kind of
like what I.ed Zeppelin used to do.
There are also echoes of Jane’s

Addiction mixed with a ton of tides gently turning. It gradually
other bands. In summarizing evolves into powerful oceanic
Cafe’s sound, the word pigeonhole sound.
The band then goes into one of
cannot be used.
The song writing is intricate at its better songs "Regarding Lisa:’
times enfolding non-standard which is something of an antichord phrasings. With Fleig on racist song about a girl living with
acoustic and Gurley on electric a racist father.
guitar it gives way for interesting
Kolb fiercely pounds on the
drums in the tradition of his
interplay between the two.
"I think the thing that makes favorite drummer John Bonham.
our music is the emotion that The song just has big surges of
comes through with it," Fleig said. energy pouring from it.
With Fleig and McNair majoring
Tonight the band will throw a
in music at SJSU and Gurley with party at the Cactus Club for the
extensive knowledge of the guitar, release of its independently produced, financed and engineered
the music can get technical
"But some of the best material CD "Blow it Up." Most of the CD
comes out when we throw that was recorded live at the Cactus
Club last May.
way and go and jam:’ Fleig said.
The band wanted to capture on
An hour later the band walks a
few blocks down from the Club tape the live energetic frenzy that
Deluxe to the Nightbreak. Inside it’s known for.
this dark cavernous club, Cafe
"There’s only so much you can
takes the stage and tries to capture do in the studio:’ manager Dan
what the band describes as a hard- Prochazka said,"which is part of
the reason we recorded it live:’
to-please crowd.
McNair explodes into a funky
Cafe usually pulls in big crowd,
bass line for the introduction of one of the biggest draws in San
"Big Black Bomb:’ and the rest of Jose, Prochazka said.
the band unloads a driving ener"Our following is totally massive and they can’t find a stadium
getic groove.
A few songs later the energy large enough for us to play in:’
momentarily settles as the band Fleig jokes.
goes into "Swordfish:’ Fleig starts
Tonight’s bill will include Palo
the slow song with some haunt- Alto’s T-Ride, Mere Mortals and
ingly-melodic acoustic guitar 187 Calm. The show starts at 9
playing that conjures up images of p.m.
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Crystal shines in Mr. Saturday Night’

EFilm Review
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With a lifetime of bittersweet memories behind them, Buddy Young Jr. (Crystal, right) and his
manager/brother Stan (Paymer) share a poingant moment in Central Park.
career as a comic on Broadway, to
its ultimate collapse on the resthome comedy circuit.
Although comedy was the

focus of the film, the script was
full of dramatic moments, with
only a touch of romance, just
right.

At the time, Crystal’s previous
film -"City Slickers"-seemed
like a 10, but compared to "Mr.
Saturday Night:’ it’s only a six.

Free show in Concert Hall features UCLA Guitar Quartet
BY JANE MONTES
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Bill Clinton’s recent visit to
campus has everyone talking pont ILs, but what this country needs
is a president with a sense of
humor.
Let’s nominate Billy Crystal.
Crystal’s latest film, "Mi. Saturday Night:’ combines the essence
Ill stand-up comedy and the
drama of sibling rivalry, resulting
in a side-splitting tear jerker, with
many more sides split than tears
jerked.
Crystal plays comedian Buddy
Young Jr., a comic who puts the
punch back in stand-up.
Written, produced and direct I’d by Crystal, the film spans
Buddy’s 50 -year career and
depicts the joys and plights of
having his brother Stan (David
Paymer), also as a manager.
The film takes the audience
from a routine with his brother in
the living room keeping the relatives entertained to the apex of his
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The UCLA Guitar Quartet will perform
solo, duo, trio, and quartet repertoires which
include unique compositions and transcriptions of works from the Baroque to the 20th
century in the music building’s Concert Hall
Thursday at 12:30 p.m.
The concert is sponsored by the Randy
Rhoades Memorial Guitar Scholarship which

each guitarist is a recipient (It. The lour musicians are graduates of UCLA and active solo
performers.
Lawrence Schedler, a member of the quartet, will be graduating in the spring with his
Masters in fine arts from UCLA in interactive
eletro-acoustic performance.
James Phillipsen composes the pieces performed by the quartet.

Buz] (,ravel le and Walter Marsh transcribe
many 20th century works for guitar including
Ernst Krenek, Bela Bartok, Zoltan Kodaly,
Ernst Toch, and Stravinsky. The quartet has
been touring since 1991.
There is a midday recital hour every Thursday in the concert hall which is supported by
SISU’s music department. Admission is free.

World Events
0 Indian Firm halts
chemical sale after
U.S. complaint
BOMBAY, India (AP) - An Indian
company has halted a sale of chemicals to
Syria after the United States complained
they could be used to make nerve gas, a
company executive said Thesday.
Future contracts with Syria must be
cleared by the Indian government, said
the executive of United Phosphorous who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
This comes after the United States
intervened last month to stop a shipment
of 45 tons of trimethyl phosphate en
route to Syria.
The Indian government has since
banned any overseas sale of the chemical
without permission.
U.S. authorities halted the shipment by
appealing to the German government to
order the German ship carrying the
cargo to return it to Bombay.
India has been cooperating in drafting
an international convention against
chemical weapons. Western countries
have agreed on a list of 50 dual-purpose
chemicals that could be ingredients for
weapons and have urged producing
countries to regulate their export.

or 50 years," said lean-Claude Andrieu,
mayor of Carpentras, a town in Vaucluse.
Three people drowned in the Ardeche
region just north of Vauduse after the
Ardeche River overflowed from rain that
began Monday afternoon.
Two women, 60 and 35 years old, were
caught in floodwaters from the Ardeche
and were swept away when they left their
car. A farmer also drowned while he was
trying to lead away horses from a field
next to the Ardeche that had become
inundated.
Four people were missing in Ardeche
and the neighboring Drome region, police
said.

@ Assembly ready to
oust Yugoslavia’s
voice from U.N.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Yugoslav
Premier Milan Panic failed in his 11thhour attempt to postpone his country’s
banishment from the General Assembly
for its role in the civil war in BosniaHerzegovina, diplomats said Iliesday.
The 179-member assembly was to vote
late in the evening on a Security Council
recommendation that Yugoslavia now
consisting only of Serbia and its small ally
Montenegro - lose its voting rights in
the General Assembly.
With the Western nations and most of
the non-aligned movement backing the
move, Yugoslavia’s suspension appeared
assured.
In a similar action in 1974, the General
PARIS (AP) - Violent storms trig- Assembly stripped South Africa of its
gered flash floods that killed at least nine voting rights.
In the face of his country’s suspension,
people Thesday, damaging roads, crops
and homes, and forcing the evacuation of Panic lashed out at the U.N. system in a
letter sent Monday night to the 178 other
numerous residences.
Six people were killed of storm-related U.N. missions. The former California
causes in the southeastern Vaucluse region businessman wrote that the U.N. action
when torrential rains caused rivers to would "set a dangerous precedent in the
overflow. Vaucluse rushed in about 300 U.N. practice.
’What is at stake, is not only the status
people and six helicopters to shore up
flooded areas and rescue stranded resi- of Yugoslavia, a founding member of the
dents, many of whom had sought refuge United Nations, but in the long-run the
vital interests and rights of all small
in trees and on rooftops.
"It’s the kind of storm you see only in 40 states,’ the letter said.

Storms sweep
through France,
nine dead
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
RUMMAGE SALE
Saturday, 9/26, 9a.m. - 3 p.m.
Methodist chuch, 535 Old San
Francisco Rd.. Sumyvale. Cbthng
toys, Mniture, utensils, erasures.
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Moe visits, teeth cleaned and
nays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enrol nail
For brochure see
A.S. Office or
Call 8006553225.
$5,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Inskrance coverage for strients
thru Blue Cross of California.
Rates as kin as $22. per month.
Also available are7
Piespancy plan &
Dental plan.
1133 Saratoga Ave, San Jose.
(408)252-7330
WANTED.
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
Reach ore 3 hours per week
as a Cornmunity Fnend, pioviding
sccel support to those who
endure mental illness. We Iran.
408 4360606.

1905 VW JETTA GL, 4 DOOR,
5 speed, AC, Stereo. $3,850.
Cal 97143586.
CHEAPI FBI / US. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200.
86 VW
$50.
87 Meicedes
$100.
65 Mustang
$25.
Choose from thousands slat $25.
FREE Infuriation.
24 him Haline.801-3792929
CopycitN CA29106

ELECTRONICS
HARD DRIVES
Sups Student Discount]
40IV8 $149 - BOMB $229.
120818 $249. - 21008 $395
425MB $879.- 54CMEI $969
MA /.IC Welcome!
DATAVOX (408)9558055.

GREEK
FRATERNITY / SORORITY WeS.
Clp this notioe
We name more fratembes &
sororities than any local esurance
broker. If you have hal difficulty
obtaining compeake liability
and meetly coverages.
cal (408)252-7300

HELP WANTED
SANDWICH MAKERS/PREP./$7.
Hr. PT. days, M - F. Apply 2:00 3:00 pm. 848 N. Frst St SanJose.

TEACHER: PHYSICAL EDUCATION
and motor development for
AFRICAN CONNECTION
children 2 12 years old. Expert
BOOKSTORE
once and car required. Call Dave
Books, rnagaznes. tapes and
with Gynsters: 4062538729.
undue get terns.
Kars- Tues. thni Fit 16 pm.
4714 & SANTA CLARA
CASHIERS
4
pm.
11
6
pm.
&
Sun.
Sat. 10
Chevron. Venous hours available at
463 S. Bascom Ave. Sal Jose.
Call 2953364.
two
locations.
4062793342

channel for the
record 20th time
DOVER, England (AP) - A 28-yearold British woman weathered a thunderstorm Tuesday to swim the English Channel and break two records.
With her 20th swim, Alison Streeter
made the crossing more times than any
other woman, taking the record from
Canadian Cindy Nicholas, who made her
19th crossing 10 years ago, according to,
the British national news agency.
Ms. Streeter also broke an all-around
record for number of crossings in a single
year, according to the Guinness Book of
World Records. Tuesday’s crossing, her
seventh this year, broke a record of six set
by Briton Michael Read, who, with 31
crossings, holds the all-time record for
English Channel swims.

0 Mexican freedom
fighter’s remains
could be in France
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Mexico’s
funeral shrine to its independence heroes
may contain at least one wrong body.
The remains of Jose Maria Morelos
may actually still be in France, according
to two prominent historians quoted ’Wesday by the newspaper Excelsior.
Morelos is among several heroes of
Mexico’s 19th Century revolution against
Spain supposed to be buried in the Independence Monument in the Alameda
park.
But historians Luis Reed Torres and
Jose Manuel Villalpando said Morelos’
son stole his father’s ashes from a church
during a memorial service in 1823 and
apparently carried them to France when
he moved there in 1866.
Historians said officials noticed the
missing remains in 1895, but after years
of confusion claimed to have discovered
them and placed them in the monument.

@ U.S. consulate
opens in port of
Vladivostok

0 Ramos repeals law
banning Filipino
Communist party

VLADIVOSTOK, Russia (AP) - The
American flag was hoisted Tuesday as the
United States opened its first consulate in
this Pacific port that for decades was
closed to foreigners.
A U.S. Navy band played while Americans and Russians sipped champagne to
celebrate the return of an American
diplomatic presence in Vladivostok after
an absence of 44 years.
It is only the third official U.S. representation in Russia after Moscow and St.
Petersburg. The United States also has
embassies in the other 14 former Soviet
republics.
A Russian consulate will open in Seattle. Two U.S. ships - the Coast Guard
cutter Chase and the USS McClusky, a
destroyer - docked at Vladivostok for
the ceremony.
Regional governor Vladimir Randall
Lecocq, 45, a first secretary at the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow, will be the new consul. He will be responsible for the entire
Far Eastern region, including the
Khabarovsk, Sakhalin, Magadan, Yakut ia
and Amur territories.

MANILA, Philippines (AP) - President Fidel Ramos on Tuesday repealed
the law that made membership in the
Communist party a crime, possibly
paving the way for rebels to compete
openly in elections.
But a human rights lawyer called the
move "a gimmick" because other laws
punishing public dissent, including a
statute against rebellion, still remain.
Ramos has also asked Congress to
increase the penalty for rebellion from life
imprisonment to death.
"Today we repeal (the law), confident
of our national stability and confirmed in
the resilience of our democracy:’ Ramos
said after signing legislation repealing the
35-year-old statute that made membership in a subversive organization a crime
punishable by life imprisonment.
"By assuring Communist insurgents of
political space, we also challenge them to
compete under our constitutional system
and free market of ideas, which are guaranteed by the rule of law," said Ramos, a
former military chief of staff and defense
secretary.

OPEN BIBLE. THE ACTS OF THE
sinful nature are obvious: sexual
immorality, irnpunty and debauchery, idolatry 6, witchcraft, hatred,
discord, jealousy. Its of rage. self
ish ambition. dissensions, factions
& envy, drunkeness, orgies, & the
like. I warn you, as I did before,
that those who live Ike this will rut
nherit the kingdom of Gcd. But the
fruit of the spirit is loke, joy, peaoe,
patience, kindness, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control.
Against such thirgs there is no law.
S. Cha, P.O. Bat 160315. Ctperti
no, CA 95016.
AUTOMOTIVE
AIM INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Prqgams
Servrg SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Nonfood Crivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student"
"Family Mukicar"
CALL. TODAY
296-5270
FREE QUOTE
HO HASSLE -140 OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

SPERM DONORS NEEDED FOR
laboratory testing. Must be
screened for communicable
diseases. Will be conpensated.
Please call Fertility di Reproductse
Health ketnute between 2 pm. and
4 pm. for details. (408)3592500.
EARN SUBSTANTIAL INCOME on
a parttime basis. Hgh fiber weagit
loss program. Perfect for dorm
Mg Call Gayle at 7797896.
NOW HIRING
Ful & Part Tine Postons
Tlroughout Silicon Valley
To $7.50 per has,
(Depending on experience)
GRAVEYARD/SW(140
AVAILABILIn A PLUS
Apply 8 am. - 4 pm.
Monday - Friday
American Pnitectke Servbes
2041 Mission College Bed.
Suite 150, Santa Clara
EOE M/F/H/V since 1944.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:
HOSTESS NEEDED TO WORK IN
BASKETBALL MANAGERS
Japanese karaoke nightclub.
needed kin 1992-93 season.
Dressy attre required. Must be 21 No experience needed, just great
on older & have valid weak permit aritudel Contact Coach Stewart or
Good salary plus tips. Bilingual a
Coach Hannon at 9241245.
plus. Apply in person 7:30 - 9-00
pm., Mon. - Sat. Ask for Joe or
KARI MICHAELSEN
Tama. Chez Noire Hama, 20030
’Katie" from the NBC semen
Stevens Creek Blvd., Cupertino.
GIMME A BREAK!
4034464262.
Seekng: 5 to 10 motivated
sportsmrded and/or
BUILD OUR BUSINESS IN YOUR
health concious Individuals
native land without leaving home.
to work PT/FT to help hudd flea.
Will train. Well capitalized. Many
company. Positne attitude
countries to choose. Call 1-800
arid neat appearanoe a must.
484.9991 ext. 7500 for preview
(408) 7274704 or 7278922
informabon. DNA International.
HEALTH AND FITNESS MINDED
$200.- $500. WEEKLY
market," and management
assistants needed to hep with
AssemNe poducts at home.
Easy! No seam. You’re paid direct.
expassonl Nall trait Part tine &
Fully guaranteed.
ful time (408) 3659026.
FREE infansaban 24 hair honne
801-3792900.
EARN $500. OR MORE WEEKLY
Ccpyrght C CA29KDH.
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
lag SASE to: Country LIveg Shop$7.00 PER HOUR JOSS
pers. Dept. )16, P.O. Box 1779,
8 hors shirts /Part or Fullbrne
Denham Sprigs, LA 70727.
DAY, SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
Excellent benefits.
OREM & CLUBS, RAISE A COOL
We train.
$1,000.00 in just one week! Plus
No expmence necessary.
$1,000. fa Ole member who called
WEEKLY PAY
And a free headphone radio just for
Credit union
caging 143009320528, ext. 65.
Special jobs to 58.50 per !by.
Apply: 8 arn.-5 ern. Monday Friday CRUISE
SHIPS
HIRING
Vangserd Seceitty Serdces
Earn 2,000. +/month. Summer &
3212 Scott BNd. Santa Clara
career employment available. No
Near 101 at San Tomas & Olcott
eiperienoe necessary. For program
cal 1.2065454155 ext. C6041
Perfect P86-Tine Job.
burgers?
THE
OPORTUNITY OF THE 9031
Tired of Ilpprg
Fast growirg high tech on
Expanding a business in Northern
California. Working independently
looting for het energy sales
ui erne or parttime with unbmked
talent. Salary’ cornmisson. Call
Joseph 40E47527700
income potential. Products are
MAN WELLS WATER Cavan stateoltheent If nterested. please
ca (415)5135509.
Pitoessors, Ptelliers. as)
Purveyors of Pies Water.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Teaders & Substitutes
‘Medical / Dental Benefits
’Sick & Vacation Pay.
Employee Childcare Credit_
*Employee Referral Bonus.
Now hen; for before and after
school age child care programs
ard preschool prograrns.
Minimum 12 teats ECE
on related muse wait
(is. elementary Ed. or recreation).
Abo hiring aedentlal students on
equivalent to work ho,, private
elementary as instructional aids.
We am offers-a/FT. PT, spin shifts
arid Ilex hoArs for students.
CM (400) 257-7325
for an nterviee
or tether information.
$10.00 PER HOUR SALARY
Telemarketing / Carwessirg
an aeration.
Weekends & Ekenings.
Start Sataday - Paid Monday.
(408)732-4443

DELIVERY DRIVERS & CASHIERS
DAY & EVEMMI SHIFTS AVAIL
Good pay! Must be reliable and
hard waking Apply in person.
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
Pasta Mia Restaurant
circulars! Begin now! Free packet!
SEYS, Dept 15, Box 4000, 2565 N. Fist St. or cal 4357303.
Codas, TN. 380184000.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS P/T Many positions. Great benefits.
Wet. ix elem. sdecols. Degree not Call 18003353388 ert P 3310.
required. $6./hr. 4052878025.
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1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB operings
in her-tech oomputer ndustry. Call with al electric kitchen. dishwash(408) 9440301 for interest in er, ar conclitionirg, gated- oaered
a full-time account executive or
parking and on site laundry.
pail-tine shipping / reoeMrg dens Eight and airy. Quiet nice for staff.
posit ion. Excellent opportunity OK ix two. 1 biock from campus.
Fran $670. / month.
for marketing majors or any
graduatng senor.
Aspen Vintage Tower. 297.4705.

HOUSING
CLEAN, SECURE 2 BDR./2 BA
Apt. Launcry. gated parforg. $750.
no + dep. 529 S. 106. St. 01 or
call Mohael at 9965485
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE
roommate to live with a hand
capped man as a personal cornparnat If you are interested, call
Bean at 2952308 after 4 pm.
MASTER DORMS, 2 MI baths, 6
closets, 2 blocks from SJSU
Underground parking, laundry
room. BBQ area, pool table, ping
pong table. Free cable TV.
148 E. Wiliam St. Wee n torus!
Cal Cindy at 9470803.
700 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
1 bckm./lba. $610. evail. 10/10.
2 bd./2 be. start $770. avail. row.
Wak or ride bike to school. Latin
dry facilities. Secured entrance.
Ample parking. Cable TV avail.
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
Cal Manager 288.9157 or iv. msg.
NOW RENTING! 2 BDRM./2 BA.
spacious apartments starting at
$700. per month. Security gate.
Off street parking. Call Dan at
295-5256 on cane IN State House
Apts. corner of 116. and William

WRITING & RESEARCH Sinless.
Tam cepa & thesis preparation
and assistance. All sir:rots. Doaln
fled enters cm every topic. Edeng.
Rewtitirg. Resumes. ESL students
welcomed. Work que-anteed.
Emergences a specialty. Fast.
satisfacexy service. Impose yeas
Stades! (Berkeley( 5108.41-5036.

924-3282

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers / the
ses our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson ’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Vrgnia 40825104.49.

ROOM 4 rent. 1 bik. fr SJSU.
house, 2 nns 4 $300. ea. + 10% 1000’s OF SCHOLARSHIP 88$s
wadable. Recorded message gmes
PG&E/mo.$200.dep. 293-7926.
details. (4013) 754-1418.
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
CASH FOR COLLEGE!!
Largest seleaon.
Scholerships & maim aid
Low Cost
available regardless of g-ades cm
Fast results
patents’ income( *Over 300.0100
3410 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Open Mon. - Sat.. lion. 7 pm.
scholarships totaling $29 billion
241-5510
Awrege of 100 saroes ofsane
wades, en. aid 8, grants et each
WILLOW GARDENS APTS. 40 pege recall ‘Call fa bee info.
Minutes from San Jose State.
16009440066 wit. 7620.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. wall 2
full baths. Ideal for students arid
roommates. Swimming pool, WORD PROCESSING
saunas, weight room and clubhouse. Quality Wing at a reasonI HATE TO TYPEI
able rate. Ask for student discount
If this got yoke attention.
1750 Stokes St. (4011) 90110300.
give ourself a Peak.
Let me do it for you!
Rae pick up and delkery.
82.00 per page.
SERVICES
Cal Julie at
998.8354.
ELECTROLYSIS CUMCII
uneante3 haw remoked forever.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Specialist Confidential.
Word Processing! Theses, term
Disposable on yr.: an probe.
247/406.
papers, Nursing & group pojects.
335 S. Bayssiood An. Sat Jose, Ca. resumes, letters, manusapts, etc.
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laser .let All
formats pike APA. Speller’ pencek
TIPTON A5S4STANC/E
ation and grammar assistance. All
$29 B. n ad available.
work guaranteed! Save $88 weds
Free information about wring
Ragerrel Discount,! For wonyflee,
rnorey for educabcrt
dependable, and prompt service,
Ask about our guarantee.
408 -268,5232 or 9007436762. cal PAM 247-2681 (8 unit p.m).

PERFECT PAGE PUBLISHING
Resumes. newsletters, Ceps,
promannals, papers. theses.
Student discounts.
Creative Solutions for Every
Desictop Publish." Need.’
To 9 pm. 1408)997-7055.
WORD PROCESSING
Ovens/warned by reports
to be typed?
RELAX 8, LEAVE THE TYING TOME.
Graduate 8, unckyrgad. Resunes.
teen papers, theses, letters. etc.
24 hear Unwound on most work.
Appontment necessary
Cal Ama: 9724992
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Plocessirg, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Was, APA &
Ttrabian. Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Desin & Layout
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
V. I. P. Gemlike
Near Oakrdge Mai 3639254.
CALL LINDA TODAYI
For emenented. professional WOICI
processng. Theses, term papers,
grow peceects. etc. Al formats
andudng SPA Quick return.
Traiscrpuon and Fax sere
available. Almaden/Branham area.
Phone 2644504.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad ham. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

OMOODECIEJODOODOEIODO=DEODEIEJEL
DOEIDOMOODEIDOOFIEILIDOODOCIDOCE=E
CIEIODOODELJCIDOODO7DECOOODOODOODO
DOODOODECOODOODEIMODOODEMOOLJO
Ad Rates: line minimum
Tar.
Thr.
One
Day
Days
Days
3 lin.
5111
Si
4 lin.
510
SS
7
5 lines
511
512
ill Ness
Se
510
51 for each Adelina hoe

Nwne

Four
Days
’.11
-12
’-13
.14

After dtAfth day, rate browse by $1 per day.
First line 125 spar es) in bold free of charge
tip to S additiong wads in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines, $70. 10-14 lines: $90

" 15-1 9 iines:S110.

Five
Days
513
514
515
SIG

Maass chock /
your classification:

Adchnt
Ave

reid,

r.htne

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 951924149
U i lasstfied desk is Iccated in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209.
Al) ads are prepaid.
11..adline: Two days before publicattt )41
onsecutive publications dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads.
QUESTIONS? CALL (4OS) 924-3277

- Annarcements
?
Automotive
- Electronics
Fa Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
Housing
.. Lost arid found
- Services
- Trawl
- Tutoring
- Wad Processni
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Erik Hove

’Television
moguls
ignore motor
sports fans
Football fans, you are a
lucky bunch. Same
with you baseball
enthusiasts, stop
smiling so smugly. You have it all
and you know it. Anytime you
want you can watch a ballgame.
Whether its on ESPN, the
Sportschannel or the networks,
you can watch a ballgame. Most
of the time you can watch more
than one at a time.
Well, I am here to say it’s not
fair. As a motor sports fan I am
at the mercy of the of the racing
gods. Unlike those guys who like
sports with bats and balls I have
to search the television for any
crumb of motor sports I can
possibly get. On top of it all, the
best source for motor sports is
ESPN and I don’t haw. cable.
Even when I have access to
ESPN, I have to be up at all hours
of the night to try and catch the
Formula I car race broadcasting
live from another part of the
world.
Iwill make that sacrifice
when I have a chance to
even watch a Formula I
race. The worst part is counting
on the major networks to bring a
wide range of motor sports to
the general public. A wide range
to the networks means NASCAR
and Indy cars.
Granted, I like Indy racing,
especially when they actually
race on a road course. I can even
enjoy an oval race. But NASCAR
doesn’t deserve the time they
have been allocated on network
sports television. A bunch of
guys going around an oval in
3,000 pound cars that could
break loose and cause mayhem
at any moment is not my idea of
skilled racing.
The problem is that nonracing fans like to see these cars
sliding, crashing or flipped over
rather than racing. It is good
spectacle, but it’s not racing.
Still, I watch NASCAR
because it is the only little morsel
of racing on television on a given
afternoon. Some major sports
gluttons don’t understand where
I might be coming from because
they can turn their satellite dish
in any direction and receive a
ballgame, or hundreds of
ballgames.
Ill want to watch my favorite
sport, motorcycle racing, my
chances of finding a race on the
networks is about the same as
Dan Quayle speaking at a benefit
spelling bee for single mothers.
last time I saw a
The
motorcycle grand prix
on the networks was
1991. And it was pre-empted by
an A’s game. Even though the A’s
were leading by about six runs in
the eighth inning, the network
felt the game was too close to put
on the regularly scheduled
program my race.
The only way I can see grand
prix’s from this year is to wait a
month until I can rent them on
videotape or hope for an act of
god, like the local Spanishspeaking station. I actually
watched a full race that was done
in Spanish and I was happy
about it. In Spain there were
250,000 people to watch it and I
had to get it by flipping through
the UHF stations.
So you football junkies who
think that the Sunday
doubleheaders are not enough,
think about motor sports fans
who have old videotapes and
non-English speaking
broadcasts to look forward to.
And, even with that, we’d
rather watch a good race any day.
Erik Hove is a Daily staff writer

Sports
Women’s golf team looks to repeat title
San lose State University SPARTAN DAILY

"The team goal GPA is 3.0 or
higher, but we are always well within
range," Gale said.
After a second place loss to AriHanson, a team member, has also
zona State University two seasons
ago, the SJSU Women’s golf team’s received the title of Academic Alldedication and endurance has paid American, with an overall GPA of
3.65.
off.
Because the Spartans are the
The team came back to win the
NCAA Championships in Tempe, reigning NCAA champions, coach
Arizona in May and will return most Gale can go outside the country to
of its players when it opens its season acquire the best players in the world.
An example is Walton, who comes to
next week.
SJSU from Reading, England.
"The coach recruited five good
And this year, the Spartans have a
players and instilled in us the importance of working together as a team; new player Vibeke Strensrud, a freshsaid junior Lisa Walton who placed man, who comes from Norway.
"We’re in the business of educatseventh in the NCAA tournament.
The five team members who went ing the world, not just California. So
to the tournament played well why can’t we bring in students who
according to Mark Gale, head golf are planning to get degrees," said
Gale.
coach.
Idaho-born Hanson believes the
The women’s golf team went into
the NCAA championship ranked as team works well under pressure.
"It was a great team effort because
number two in the nation. SJSU beat
the NCAA record score by two shots. we put pressure on ourselves to be
good:’ Hanson said. Hanson anticiAll players shot par and above.
Senior Tracy Hanson, the number pates turning professional by next
one player going into the tourna- August.
With most of his star players
ment, placed fourth overall.
Hanson and Walton received the returning, and the return of Stenfirst team All-American honors. srud, Gale said the Spartans will be
placing them among the top eight expected to repeat last season’s
accomplishments.
players in the country.
"We are expected to win the
Sophomore
Nicole
Materne
placed 24th overall and junior Nicole National Championship this season
Horner took 53rd. Also receiving but if we don’t, we know it’s not the
honorable mentions were senior end of the world," said Gale.
" Any leading team can win:’
Ninni Sterner and Nicole Horner.
The Spartans’ season begins Sept.
Coach Gale not only expects athletic achievement from his players 28, with a three-day tournament in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
but academic excellence as well.

BY JANE MONTES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY
Neltkik

CHAMPIONS
WOMEN’S GOLF
4.131512.
JENNIE R FURTADO SPARTAN DAILY

The defending national champion SJSU women’s golf team poses with its NCAA trophy and
banner. At top is coach Mark Gale. Clock wise from left to right is Tracy Hansen, Vibeke Stencrud, Nicole Materne, Nini Sterner and Lisa Walton. The Spartans open their season next week.

Men’s golf team treated like
royalty during trip to Japan
Brian Paulson, a senior majoring in recreation.
This wasn’t the only strange thing that happublic on the trip.
Though the SJSU men’s golf team placed sev- pened in
"Everywhere we went, people would freak out
enth with a score of 891, the players found solace
in the opulent treatment they received at the when they saw Pomp:’ said Woods. Braswell is
Shishedo Cup tounament in Fukishima, Japan the only African-American player on the team.
"But it wasn’t like a racist thinghe was a
two weeks ago.
"They treated us like kings; they gave us curiosity; they all wanted to take their pictures
everything we asked for," said sophomore Steve with him:’ said Woods.
The Japanese also have a different playing
Woods.
The five member team ate up to five meals a style than American players.
"They play faster than us:’ said Woods.
day, thanks to sponsors Shishedo Cosmetics and
the Japanese newspaper Yomiari.
"They take the game much lighter than
The course the team played on at the Tanagu- Americans; they laugh when they make a had
shot:’ said junior Justin Wright, who scored a
ra Country Club was palatial.
"One of the strangest things we encountered team-best 71-71-74-216 to place ninth among
on our trip was the escalator between holes:’ individuals.
The SJSU team was selected for the trip from
Woods said.
The high-tech course had other differences among 20 teams that competed in last year’s
NCAA tournament.
from courses in the United States.
The Spartans returned trom the week long
"The green was grainier:’ Woods said. The
trip Sept. 13. The Japanese Nihon University
grain is the direction the blades of grass grow.
team won with a score of 861.
"It helps to know how the grain affects the
SJSU hopes to host the Nihon team at a tourbreaks" said junior Pomp Braswell.
nament in San Jose, according to SJSU Head
The player’s cultural experience was
Coach Dick Schwendinger.
enhanced by donning Japanese robes and going
The Spartans open play on Oct. 5 when it
out to dinner.
travels to Lake Tahoe to participate in the Wol t
"They gave us traditional dress and we went
Pack Classic golf tournament.
into the restaurant and everyone laughed," said

BY BRIAN WACHTER
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Baseball team to put on Hall of Fame dinner
BY ICERRY PETERS
S;tartan Daily Stall Writer

Next month, Spartan baseball
alumni will turn in their bats and
pick up their clubs for the 7th Annual Spartan Baseball Golf
Classic and Hall of Fame Dinner.
Sam Piraro, SISU’s head baseball coach said the golf classic is a
major event for the Spartan baseball team because it helps raise
money and serves as a reunion for
ex-Spartan players.
Last year’s event had the
biggest turnout yet, netting
$12,000, with 153 people attending.
The day begins with a fourman "best ball" golf round, meaning each team keeps only the best
score for each hole.
Piraro said the round is played
that way so everyone can have a
good time, even if they do not
play golf well. After the golf game,
the banquet and induction cere-

mony is held to honor the year’s
Spartan Baseball Hall of Fame
inductees.
This year, Hal Kolstad and
Dennis Smith will be honored as
the Hall of Fame’s inductees.
Piraro said he and a committee of
four other former Spartan players
and coaches, review ex-players’
records, statistics and accomplishments to decide who deserves to
be inducted to the Hall of Fame.
Kolstad, who played in 19561957 was the dominating pitcher
during his years with the Spartans
and then went on to play with the
Boston Red Sox for a while. Piraro
said Kolstad still holds a few Spartan baseball records.
Smith was the first player in
Spartan history ever to play as a
starter all four years with the
team. As an outfielder, Smith led
the Spartans every year in assists
from 1971 to 1974.
This year, the banquet will also

be honoring the 1971 Spartan
baseball team, the last SJSU team
to win the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association championship.
The event will be held on Oct.
16, at the Sunol Valley Colt
Course. For more information or
reservations contact Sam Piraro at
924-1255 or Scott I lertler at 924
1254.

Volleyball loses two
games to Hawaii
The Spartan volleyball
team dropped two games to
the Universiy of Hawaii last
weekend in the team’s Big
West Conference opener.
SJSU travels to New Mexico State on Saturday and
plays its first home game on
Oct. I against Long Beach
State.

Marciulionis breaks leg
Andee Fienrotin.
OAKLAND (AP)
Golden
The team’s regular season opens
State Warriors guard Sarunas Marciulionis will he sidelined for four against the Utah Jazz on Nov. 6.
to six weeks after breaking the
smaller of the two bones in his
lower leg and spraining his right
ankle.
111TORS NEEDED!!
Marciulionis was injured
over the weekend when he stepped
Maili
Science Spanish
on a root or branch while running
through a wooded area near his
Monday - Wednesday
home in Vilnius, Lithuania, the
team said Tuesday.
Marciulionis, 28, was the NBA’s
4-6PM
top scoring reserve last season with
ON CAMPUS
18.9 points per game.
86-87 Per hour
"Thankfully, this does not
appear to be a serious injury; said
high School Stutleiit,
Don Nelson, the Warriors’ head
Wahlquist Central 223
coach and general manager.
Marciulionis will miss part of
c all
the Warriors camp, which begins
Oct. 9, said team spokesman
924-2569

* KARI MIC’HAELSEN *
"Katie"frorn the NBC Series

"GIMME A BREAK"
Seeking : 5-10 motivated sports minded and / or health conscious
individuals to work PT/FT to help build new company.
Positive attitude and neat appearance a must.

(408) 7274704

or

(408) 727-8922

Associated Students Program Board Presents

fried reen Tomdloes
Wednesday
Night
Cinema
September 23
$2.50, 6 & 9pm
S. U. Ballroom
Public welcome!
For more info call the R A.T.’ line (4081 924 62o1
Funded by the Associated Students *Rapit Apathy Terminator
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